Early season
discount 2023

VARITRON

01.09.2022 until 15.11.2022

Reserve your

VARITRON 220 / 270 / 470 now!
It´s time to invest in a successful and, above all, powerful harvest for
2023!
With every model of the VARITRON series, you can draw on the
experience of over 1000 machines built. This reflects special reliability,
stability and expertise.
Upgrade your harvester for the next season and benefit from attractive
special offers!

A real allrounder

VARITRON 220 Platinum TERRA TRAC | VARITRON 270 Platinum |
VARITRON 270 Platinum TERRA TRAC
With all two-row VARITRON's, GRIMME offers selfpropelled harvesters that can be equipped with both a 2 t
overloading bunker and a 7 t NonstopBunker. In addition
to the enormous range of different separators, you can
also choose between a wheeled chassis and rubber tracks.
Furthermore, the numerous automatic functions take the
strain off the driver, even during long working days.

NonstopBunker

Real nonstop digging

At home in carrots too

Wide range of separators

The VARITRON 270 Platinum and VARITRON 270
Platinum TERRA TRAC are equipped with the
7-tonne NonstopBunker. The ingenious design of
the GRIMME NonstopBunker allows the bunker
floor to be reversed without additional damage
to the crop. Another advantage is that the entire
bunker capacity can be used when refilling.

The VARITRON 220 Platinum TERRA TRAC is
equipped with a 2 t intermediate bunker with
1200 mm wide overloading elevator directly
behind the cab. This means that transport
vehicles and boxes can be filled without any
problems during the harvesting process.

For carrot and onion harvesting, the VARITRON
can be equipped with various features. In this
way, the machine can be utilised as efficiently as
possible in an extended season.

You have the choice of a wide range of
separators to match your unique harvesting
conditions. The extremely powerful TurboSep
(blower) removes loose haulm and other
components for maximum admixture
separation.
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VARITRON 220

VARITRON 270

Equipment package VARITRON 220

Equipment package VARITRON 270

Premium comfort cab

Premium comfort cab

Speedtronic web
Automatic greasing system
Additional lighting: 4 additional
LED-working lights
Price with normal configuration

14905 €

Promotion price

2200 €

You save
12705 €
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Speedtronic web
Automatic greasing system
Additional lighting: 4 additional
LED-working lights
Auto pilot
Price with normal configuration

18230 €

Promotion price

2700 €

New generation - same characteristics
VARITRON 470 | VARITRON 470 TERRA TRAC

Self-propelled harvesters excel with the perfectly matched
combination of performance, driving comfort and
manoeuvrability. The resulting harvest reliability, even under the
most difficult conditions, plays a decisive role in many cases.
With the VARITRON 470 and the VARITRON 470 Platinum TERRA
TRAC, GRIMME offers 4-row self-propelled harvesters, which can
be equipped with awide range of different separators. Choose
your favourite with large-volume wheels or ground-protecting
rubber tracks with a contact area of 1.6 m² each.

New haulm topper

Unlimited flexibility

Increased unloading distance

Everything in sight

The drive power of the haulm topper was
increased to ensure an optimal chopping of large
amounts of potato haulm. Safe and ergonomic
work on the lower side of the haulm topper is
achieved with the new, integrated maintenance
position by folding the haulm topper upwards.

It is not only in potatoes that the new VARITRON
impresses with its power, but also in onions and
carrots. With the new intake for windrowed
potatoes (brush web or rubber paddle) and the
various options for carrot intake, the VARITRON
can be utilised to even potential.

The bunker extension is particularly suitable for
opening/starting on long fields. At a row width
of 75 cm, the transport trailer can drive in the
spraying tracks and can be loaded across four
rows without damage or loss. In particular high
transport trailers and boxes in the second row of
the trailer can be filled in a simple and safe
manner.

The SmartView video system with up to 13
cameras provides the best overview of all
machine functions. This always enables optimal
setting of the machine. Further advantages are
the possibility of live slow motion, zoom
function and the integrated Visual Protect PRO.
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VARITRON 470
Equipment package VARITRON 470
Premium comfort cab
Speedtronic web
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Automatic greasing system
Additional lighting: 5 additional
LED-working lights
Auto pilot
2 ULTRABEAM working lights
SmartView PRO
Price with normal configuration

25150 €

Promotion price

4700 €

No claims can be raised in respect of texts, illustrations, technical specifications, dimensions and weights, equipment as well as performance specifications.
They are approximate and non-binding. Changes in the course of technical enhancement are possible at any time.

GRIMME Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG
Hunteburger Straße 32 · 49401 Damme · Germany
Phone +49 5491 666-0 · Fax +49 5491 666-2298
grimme@grimme.de · www.grimme.com
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Download our contact details to your smart phone
quickly and easily by means of the QR code!

